
 

 

 

 

 

Kevin Bowyer 
Organist 

Long Biography 
 

Hailed by Gramophone magazine as “a superb player, not only           
technically brilliant, but profoundly musical,” Kevin Bowyer is one of the most            
celebrated organists of our time. Born in January 1961 in the seaside town of              
Southend-on-Sea, just 30 miles from London (UK), Kevin began singing in the            
local church choir at the age of 11 where his initial studies were self-inflicted,              
picking out hymn tunes on a supermarket electric chord organ. His first            
confrontation with genuine music lessons came about through the medium of           
the piano accordion a year or so later. The usual route to organ lessons (via the                
pianoforte) was not taken. 
 

Kevin’s first organ teacher was Eric Welch, organist and choirmaster of           
the church where young Bowyer’s voice was heard ringing out every Sunday,            
morn and eve. These first lessons, taken in the Autumn of 1975, laid the              
foundation for his lifelong journey with the instrument. By 1979 he was a             
student at London’s Royal Academy of Music, receiving lessons from Douglas           
Hawkridge, Christopher Bowers-Broadbent, Arthur Wills (at that time organist         
of Ely Cathedral), Paul Steinitz, Arthur Pritchard (who had been articled pupil to             
Herbert Brewer at Gloucester Cathedral in the middle 1920s) and the renowned            
harpsichordist, Virginia Black. During his three years at the RAM he gathered            
all the organ prizes. Subsequently he spent two years studying with David            
Sanger on an award from the Countess of Munster Trust. 
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Kevin practiced like there was no tomorrow and developed for himself a            
learning technique that enabled him to assimilate even quite complex scores in            
double quick time. In 1982/3 he performed all the solo organ symphonies of             
Widor, Vierne and Dupré in two concert series at St. Pancras Parish Church,             
Euston Road, London. In July 1983 he took First Prize in the Interpretation             
Competition at the St. Albans International Organ Festival and this led to his             
professional debut at the Royal Festival Hall in February 1984. In 1990 he took              
part in four further international organ competitions (Odense, Dublin, Paisley          
and Calgary), winning first prize in all of them. 
 

His first commercial recording, A Feast of Organ Exuberance,         
comprising world premiere recordings of Giles Swayne’s Riff-Raff, Wolf-G         
Leidel’s Toccata Delectatione and Jean Berveiller’s Suite pour orgue as well as            
the concert study, Cadence, was released in 1986 and gathered numerous           
positive reviews. 
 

In July 1987, together with Thomas Trotter, he premiered the first Organ            
Symphony (1923/4) of the reclusive and eccentric British composer, Kaikhosru          
Sorabji (1892-1988), considered unplayable since its publication in 1925. Kevin          
recorded the entire two hour piece the following April, and his activities with             
Sorabji’s music led to a recommendation, made to Nimbus Records by the            
Alkan Society (Sorabji was a keen advocate of Alkan’s music), that he should             
make a CD recording of Alkan’s music for the pedal piano, but in organ              
transcription. This recording was made in October 1988 and released the           
following month to considerable critical acclaim. It laid the foundation for a            
hugely fruitful 13 year collaboration between Nimbus and Bowyer that was to            
see recordings of the complete organ music of J.S. Bach in 29 CDs, as well as the                 
complete organ works of Brahms and Jehan Alain. The catalogue was further            
swelled by Kevin’s Nimbus recordings of music by Julius Reubke, Schumann,           
Gade, Arvo Pärt, Rautavaara, Philip Glass, Malcolm Williamson, Carl Nielsen,          
Schoenberg, Hindemith, John Tavener, Jonathan Harvey, Wilfrid Mellers, Peter         
Maxwell Davies and many others. His reputation as a player of “impossible”            
music was further swelled by his world premiere recording (1997) of Brian            
Ferneyhough’s Sieben Sterne, also on Nimbus. 
 

He also recorded for Priory, ASV, Unicorn, Continuum, Altarus, Cathedral          
Classical, Regent, Dinmore, NPC and a number of other labels. Kevin dove            
wholeheartedly into humorous and light music, with several releases entitled          
Organ X-Plosion (2 CDs) and Organ Party! (5 CDs), and his recording of organ              
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storms on the Regent label was a big success. He lost count of the total number                
of CD recordings when it rose beyond a hundred. 

 
Simultaneously, Kevin pursued a worldwide concert career, performing        

throughout Europe and also in North America, Australia, New Zealand, Russia           
and Japan. He produced a number of articles and book chapters and, for a time,               
provided the regular humorous column for the Organists’ Review magazine. A           
number of these offerings, including A Day at the Races, Tall Tales I Told my               
Children and his articles on the composer, Caractacus Ginger McIvor, have           
acquired a kind of cult status. 
 

In the late 90s Kevin became sought after as a teacher, working for the St.               
Giles Organ School in London and also in the Royal Northern College of Music              
in Manchester, although he relinquished all his teaching commitments in 2008           
in order to concentrate on a six year PhD, eventually producing a performing             
edition of the complete organ music of Sorabji. In 2010, in the University of              
Glasgow, he gave the world premiere of Sorabji’s eight hour Second Symphony            
for organ (1929-32), a feat he has attempted several times since, in Amsterdam,             
Iowa and at the Elbphilharmonie in Hamburg. 
 

Since 2005 Kevin has been organist at the University of Glasgow in            
Scotland, where his duties include accompanying the magnificent chapel choir,          
organising the celebrated Memorial Chapel organ concert series (arguably the          
most extensive, adventurous and wide ranging series of its kind in the UK), and              
playing for many of the annual 150 wedding ceremonies. 
 

He has four grown up children, an increasingly large squad of           
grandchildren, and enjoys sleeping, reading and wide-open spaces. 

 
Kevin Bowyer is represented by Seven Eight Artists. 

 
 

Current as of January 2020. 
No alterations may be made to this biography without permission of Seven Eight Artists. 
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Short Biography 
 
Hailed by Gramophone magazine as “a superb player, not only          

technically brilliant, but profoundly musical,” Kevin Bowyer is one of the most            
celebrated organists of our time. Born in Southend-on-Sea, close to London, in            
January 1961, Kevin’s initial studies with Eric Welch led him to the Royal             
Academy of Music (1979-82), where his teachers included Douglas Hawkridge,          
Christopher Bowers-Broadbent, Arthur Wills, and Virginia Black. Subsequently        
he studied with David Sanger. Five international first prizes in organ playing (St.             
Albans, Dublin, Paisley, Odense and Calgary) led to an early recording career,            
producing well over a hundred commercial CDs in the space of thirty years,             
including the complete organ works of J.S. Bach, Brahms and Alain, as well as              
many others. He also delved wholeheartedly into humorous and light music. As            
a concert player he gathered a reputation as a performer of complex,            
“unplayable” works, including pieces by Kaikhosru Sorabji, Brian Ferneyhough,         
Chris Dench, Iannis Xenakis, Milton Babbitt, Niccolo Castiglioni and others. 
 

In his 30s and 40s he became well known as a teacher, both for the St.                
Giles Organ School in London and also as Senior Lecturer in Organ at             
Manchester’s Royal Northern College of Music. He sacrificed most of his           
teaching commitments in 2008 in order to complete a six-year PhD. 
 

Kevin has been Organist to the University of Glasgow since 2005, where            
his duties include playing for many of the 150 annual weddings. He runs a              
comprehensive schedule of organ concerts in the University, playing many of           
them himself and including a large number of new, neglected and rarely heard             
works. For more than thirty years he has led a very busy international concert              
career, playing solo recitals in many parts of the world.  
 

He has four grown up children, an increasingly large squad of           
grandchildren, and enjoys sleeping, reading and wide-open spaces. 
 

Kevin Bowyer is represented by Seven Eight Artists. 
 
 

Current as of January 2020. 
No alterations may be made to this biography without permission of Seven Eight Artists. 
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Press Reviews 
 

Mr. Bowyer’s pacing — specifically, his way of creating relationships among the            
score’s disparate episodes — made “Gmeeoorh” into an almost cinematic thriller. 
 

- New York Times 
 

 
If there are any other organists around today who have at their finger and toe tips a                 

repertory as extensive, as extraordinarily wide-ranging and as technically daunting as Kevin            
Bowyer, I have yet to hear of them. Bowyer made his name in the 1980s recording music                 
which others regarded as either unplayable or simply not worth the effort involved. But he did                
not just play it, he communicated it, making the inaccessible accessible … I have long               
treasured his scintillating recording of Giles Swayne’s Riff-Raff and his complete recording           
of J S Bach’s organ works. Bowyer’s still at it – in no way can it be said that age has withered                      
him – and his recent spate of recordings for Priory offers him a golden opportunity to exploit                 
all the recesses of his repertory and at the same time have a real ball on some of the country’s                    
most enticing (and often under-valued) instruments. Many of the pieces here have a             
personal connection with Bowyer, some were written for him, but all of them come across as                
if they are all crowding around him in a bar, eager to buy him drinks and enjoy the bonhomie                   
his playing exudes. 
 

Listening to Neil Collier’s splendiferous recording of the magnificent organ of          
Beverley Minster, gets you wondering why this isn’t the must-record organ for all organ              
labels. But then, most labels haven’t had the courage to let Bowyer loose on the instrument,                
and so have not had anyone around to reveal its glories in quite such a dramatic way. And if                   
you want to know what a really fine organ sounds when it’s allowed to let its hair all the way                    
down, just revel in the outrageous fun of Bowyer’s over-exuberant take on Macchia’s             
over-the-top Boogie-Toccata. 
 

Little, if any, of this music has ever found its way into the repertory of other                
significant players, and that’s not just because they can’t always play it – although the almost                
throw-away virtuosity Bowyer exhibits in Mons Leidvin Takle’s Blues Prelude (what         
miserable lives organists must lead when a blues is seen as something brisk and exuberant?)               
is something few other organists could hope to match – but because so much of it seems                 
outwardly unenticing to the player… 
 

The first time a wedding couple asked me to play A Whiter Shade of Pale I have to                
confess I almost fell asleep at the console out of sheer boredom. Bowyer hams it up gloriously                 
in this arrangement by Paul Ayres, happily brushing away the pseudo-Bach cobwebs in             
favour of some kind of psychedelic organ-trip. Bowyer is the alchemist who can turn even the                
most dreary dross into glittering gold; as evidenced by Leonard Tubb’s largely incoherent             
and rambling celebration of bells – which here positively sparkles and glitters in the              
streaming sunlight of Bowyer’s brilliant musical intelligence. 
 

- Marc Rochester, Musicweb International 
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Punctuating the vocal settings of the stanzas of the poem are five solo organ settings               
played with radiant brilliance by Kevin Bowyer, currently organist to the University of             
Glasgow and a world renowned expert on contemporary organ repertoire. The composer’s            
gritty harmonies brought vibrantly to life by Bowyer’s wonderfully imaginative organ           
registrations expressed everything from icy clarity and dazzling Nordic light, to the runs and              
cluster chords that suggested the “Earth-breakers and hewers of mighty stone” to crystalline             
dabs of chordal colour for “The White Weave of Peace”. Bowyer made the St. James organ                
speak in a language that it has probably never come anywhere near before.  

 
- Stonehaven Courier 

 
 

Kevin Bowyer, like the landscape gardener, Capability Brown, has an analytical mind            
which can assess a score's potential. He also has a warm heart, which seeks every               
opportunity of humanising music which might seem unduly cerebral. 
 

- Classic CD 
 
 

Rarely does one find such a perfect match of player, music and instrument as this               
turns out to be. Alain's post-Romantic expressionism seems to find a ready soul-mate in              
Kevin Bowyer. 
 

- Organists' Review 
 
 

...a superb player, not only technically brilliant, but profoundly musical 
 

- Gramophone 
 
 

I am astonished by your brilliant performances. 
 

- Fernando Germani 
 
 

Bowyer is at complete ease with the complexities of the music, and the resulting              
performances can only be described as perfect. 
 

- The Organ 
 
 

...one of the most exciting organists now active... one of the few musicians at work               
today who might be compared to John Ogdon. 
 

- Fanfare 
 
 

...this extraordinary concert was a spectacular tour de force of virtuoso and            
characterful organ playing by Kevin Bowyer, whose pyrotechnical feats of digital magic            
could be observed, but not explained, in detail via the fixed camera in the organ loft that                 
projected the eye-boggling versatility of his wrists, flying fingers, hands, dancing feet and             
lead weights on to a large screen... 
 

- Glasgow Herald 
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...one of the world’s hardiest and most formidable virtuosos…probably...Britain’s most          
formidable organist. 
 

- MusicWeb International 
 
 

...amazing intensity of interpretative vision and wonderful use of organ colour 
 

- Gramophone 
 

 
Hamburg (MH) - At 23:10 on Sunday evening it was done: massive chords marked the 

brilliant finale of a memorable performance in the Elbphilharmonie. The British organist 
Kevin Bowyer has performed the second Symphony of Kaikhosru Sorabji, a work that burst 
with [nearly] nine hours of playing time [beyond] everything so far in this genre. 
 

Bowyer (58) is considered the man par excellence for such challenging cases. He is              
also known as a specialist in new music, as well as a performer without stylistic blinkers, who                 
plays everything that is rare, difficult or experimental. The University organist has been             
studying the music of Sorabji for decades in Glasgow, Scotland, and has edited all three               
organ symphonies in score form. 
 

The music of Sorabji (1892-1988) is almost unplayable in places. Bowyer, however, has             
acquired a technique of playing and practising that allows him to master even the most               
difficult works in a relatively short time. If the first symphony lasts just over two hours, the                 
second, completed in 1932, is more than four times as long. The score comprises 300               
[landscape] A3 pages and Bowyer has to find and register 1,475 sound combinations for this               
purpose on the Klaïs organ of the Elbphilharmonie with its 69 stops. It took him twelve days to                  
do this alone. 
 

Also, the temporal dimensions of the concert on Sunday exploded all conventions: due             
to the length of the "Sorabji Project", it was divided into two concerts. The Sorabji Marathon                
began at 11:00 in the morning and lasted until late in the evening, interrupted by several                
breaks. The physical efforts for Bowyer were enormous and are comparable to the extreme              
stress of top athletes. The audience in the not sold out Elbphilharmonie needed perseverance,              
but those who remained at the end were more than enthusiastic. There was a standing               
ovation for outstanding artistic achievement in every respect. 
 

It was epochal, an endeavor in every respect. Just gigantic, what Kevin Bowyer did 
yesterday. This can't be worthy of high enough. 

 
- Musik-Heute 
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